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Introduction

Our Bible reading today reminded us that Jesus is always alive, always present to carry 
our prayers. Permanently, Continually, Forever, Always, as we read in Hebrews chapter 
7. 
Today, we have an opportunity to bring our prayers, as always. 
As we do we have reminders that Jesus is Permanently, Continually, Forever, Always 
present to carry our prayers. 
Firstly, Our prayer cards are attached to these little bread clips. 
Perhaps this reminds us of the part of the Lord’s prayer that says ‘Give us today our 
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Prayer - No Use By Date
What this is:  Bible Engagement 

Where it’s used: In any Intergenerational gathering; Prayer 

What’s needed: 
• Bread clip tags, use by dates removed (cover over with permanent marker or, for 

a more aesthetic impact, cover with an asterisk of sparkly nail polish)  each glued 
to a strip of card 21cm x 5cm (6 per A4 sheet) 

• Markers
• Thin rope clothes line suspended around a large clothes rack frame in the form 

of an ‘infinity’ symbol 
• Extra bread tags (For follow up activtiy)

Time: 5-10 minutes

Bible focus/theme: Hebrews 7:23-28

Summary: Participants are invited to take a prayer card attached to a breadclip with 
 no ‘use by date’. To write or squiggle or scribble a prayer word or phrase or image 
on the card and hang it on the ‘infinity line’ around the clothes rack, using the bread 
clip. 
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daily bread’ or ‘our fresh bread of the day.’

But you’ll  also see when you look at the bread clip that something that is usually 
stamped on the clip is missing. What is usually on a bread clip?

(Welcome responses from your gathering - be open to several 
contributions, even if the first response is correct, allow multiple 
expressions as good practice for valuing all kinds of voices)

Usually on a bread clip is a use by date. It’s an expiry date, a date after which the food 
isn’t usable anymore. 

We’ve put these clips on our prayer cards today - but they have no used by date. 
Because Jesus is Permanently, Continually, Forever, Always ready to take our prayers. 

Prayers have no use-by date - we trust them to Jesus who is Permanently, Continually, 
Forever, Always the Lord of the cosmos, loving us all, and making things right. 

So in our prayer time now, take a prayer card and write or draw or squiggle or scribble 
a prayer word or phrase or image on it and then bring it up to the line and hang it 
somewherem using the clip. 

You’ll notice that the line doesn’t have an end. It is in the shape of the infinity symbol, 
again to remind us of Jesus never ending love and care for all our concerns and 
prayers for oneanother and the world. 

Let’s be bold and confident as we bring our prayers. If you want to pray your prayer 
outloud in words as you hang it up, please be free to do that. We’d love to agree with 
your prayer and share in it. If you just want to hang your prayer silently, that is very 
welcome too. We will pray together whe everyone has had a chance to add as  many 
prayers as they want to - and we will all agree and support each other’s prayers - the 
spoken and the silent prayers, together. 

Conclusion (following time for writng and hanging up prayers)

Risen Lord Jesus, we thank you for this time to pray. Thank 
you that you have made a way for us to Permanently, 
Continually, Forever, and Always know that you hear and 
carry our prayers. That you have made things right for us 
with God, and are Permanently, Continually, Forever, Always 
making things right between us, and within your precious 
creation. We bring you all of our prayers today. 
Amen
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Follow Up/Extension Activity

In the remainder of your gathering time, provide a floor space or table space (or both if 
this is appropriate to enable a range of mobilities and cultures and ages to contribute) 
with a large supply of bread clip tags. 

Invite those who want to to make words or pictures out of the bread clips (like a 
mosaic). 
Allow people freedom to create their own and reflection. 
Encouage sharing by those who have made an image or word with onlookers. 

*
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